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Abstract: Urban morphology is now at an apex as those within the field are aiming to transform 
it in ways that fit into the emerging needs of the coming era. Through chaining of the ever-chang-
ing dynamic, relationships of human ecologies and their footprint over space may be examined. 
The proposal seeks to examine how space can trigger a domino effect, chaining the changes of hu-
man behavior and interaction over space. In order to achieve this end a new architectural syner-
getic model is utilized, influenced by disciplines such as anthropology, sociology, environmental 
psychology, policymaking, and free-market economics. In this synergetic model, time works as a 
mechanism to bring change, as the project implies radical increment, Trojan horse-like strategies, 
mighty unfoldings and malleable ecology strategies, opening a series of – uncertain but more sus-
tainable – possibilities for the future of the city. In this way, the project may become the turning 
point on the unpredictable chaos model of the city and its potential future. Policymaking and 
socialization, alongside with the idea of time, become tools in creating the necessary protocols in 
order to prepare essential conditions and space, with the possibility for underlying, existing and 
proposed human ecologies to take over. The spaces which would be provided by these policies 
and social norms, accompanied by the human cognition, encourages emerging camaraderie and 
cultural diversity, while discouraging urban conflicts. This is enforced through the medium of 
planned urban landscaping. The landscape design of an area becomes the main transformative 
factor, as well as the “ground” on which all the processes, (cultural, financial and spatial regener-
ation) take place. In all, the proposal strives to utilize the very complex relationships, fluxes and 
uncertain behavioral reactions as an alternative tool, along with the factor of time, in creating a 
variety of possibilities and scenarios that may happen within an urban and architectural setting.

1. Principles and Assumptions

1.1. The urban system is a chaotic system 

Chaos is when the present determines the future, but the approximate present does not approx-
imately determine the future. In general, chaos means a state of disorder. 
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By R.L. Devaney, a system behavior to be characterized as chaotic, the following properties 
are necessary: 

1. sensitive dependence on the original conditions*.
2. must be topologically transient (or any two open sets, some points from one set will even-

tually hit the other set).
3. must display a dense set consisting of all the system’s periodic trajectories.

An urban system is extremely susceptible to the initial conditions. The urban system does 
not exist without the human behavior and the urban actors. Well known through psychology 
and social sciences such as sociology or anthropology, the urban actors (people) themselves 
are behaving on many different stimuli. The act on given spatial forms, politics and policies is 
affects by global events, financial potentiality affects the urban development, while sometimes 
overlaps the actual need of its people, which leads to demonstrations and confrontation.

The sets of systems within the urban system are always overlapping. As stated above, a change 
on a local or a global scale can affect the whole system’s topology. This means for example that a 
change in the trading system will affect the amenities system and therefore the spatial footprint 
or interpretation of the social patterns that express each system. Therefore, the two systems will 
eventually “hit” each other.

In addition – and more literally –, urbanity is always changing its physical spatial form, and 
therefore the behavior of the system has a topological transient, maybe not as meant by even 
sciences but more in a literal, yet philosophical transition. We can consider the main trading 
district or the “center” of the city as an example. Both are moving into the topographical place, 
which has greater potential by time and era, while other changes such as a popular entertain-
ment center, a new trading center, or a new trans-local infrastructure (such as an airport or a 
port) can change the dynamics between the motilities of the urban fabric over time.                                                

The behaviors of trading or social gathering are on themselves individual orbits (or trajecto-
ries), as well as they form a part of the urban system. Each trajectory is orbited around specific at-
traction poles. For example, the trading system is orbited around poles such as ports, commercial 
centers or trading streets or neighborhoods. Social gatherings are usually orbited around activities 
networks, places that allow a sense of security, open spaces and or artificial environment usually 
linked to commercial, political or religious systems. Moreover, each and every urban actor can be 
considered as a unique trajectory of a point or set to the system (see fig. 1 and 2 below) and there-
fore that a set of multiple unique urban actors can be identified of a topological space and there-
fore a dense set, with more or less, periodical trajectories. Following the above, an urban system 
can be characterized as a chaotic or dynamical (disordered) system by R.L. Devaney.

*  The requirement for sensitive dependence on the initial conditions implies that there is a 
series of initial conditions with a future effect (positive measure) that do not converge over a 
specific known result or periodic behavior of any time or spatial schedule (period of any length) 
[rephrase of the scientific explanation].

1.2. This paper is perceived upon a basis of a simplified, yet very complex and open 
bottom-up planning

All sciences are based upon assumptions in order to be able to process complex things or sys-
tems. The generalizations first made are then translated into conclusions and verified upon 
many different systems the assumption was first based upon. This research, examines a specific 
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space in more generalized terms, that could apply in many similar occasions and examples, yet 
is very locally specific. Although this happens, the methodology or ideology (if preferred) used 
is universal and catholic. The extremely complicated urban systems of the area are simplified 
into many activity networks, social groupings in a less detailed way (in order to be as objective 
as possible, without compromising any of the groups), polarities and dynamic systems. Along 
these lines, someone is able to examine them as objectified mechanisms that will produce their 
own spaces and bring the makeshift and bottom_up participatory planning, that the area is in 
need of, at any given time or era. 

The planner rejects the identity role as a designer and becomes an arranger or a “maestro” of 
urban dynamics, civic fluctuations, polarities, social norms or policies and underlying poten-
tials that one can observe at each given area at each specific time. In that way, the planner is not 
expressing formally and deterministically the existing social structure, rather than the planner 
acts upon a basis that uses spatial disciplines as a tool of disputing its existing structure and 
revising its future one, with unpredictable results guided by the new potentials, policies, new 
fluxes and attractors he manages to establish. 

1.3. Spatial changes effect behavioural patterns or trajectories

In psychology is generally accepted that; the group dynamic is the result of the individual dy-
namics of the members, where each individual reproduces the group dynamics in a different 
scale. This reflects the groups' chaotic behavior on each individual member. On the urban scale 
the system dynamic shall be the result of the dynamics of each set of urban actors and their 
reaction to spatial dynamics and polarities.

1.4. Strange attractors 

In order to guide that system one needs to advocate creative ways to incorporate uncertainty 
and irresolution into urban planning. The idea of collectives among others can be considered as 
attractors for re-engaging with the city-making in order to create urban continuity and cohe-

Figure 1. © 2010 Eric Fischer. London: Locals and 
Tourists by Eric Fischer (Oakland-based artist and soft-
ware developer). Tourists and locals experience cities in 
strikingly different ways the map is based on where each 
group takes photos

Figure 2. © 1952 Henry Chombart de Lauwe. Routes 
taken during one year by a female student living in the 
16th arrondissement of Paris / Paul Henry Chombart de 
Lauwe, 1952.
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sion. Other ways can be considered the strategic approaches of radical increment, trojan horse, 
mighty unfoldings and malleable ecology strategies, that allow the confrontation of transition 
as a constant urban uncertainty (Stratis, 2014).  The idea of attractors makes it no predictable, 
rather than measurable factors that play an active role in guiding the change.

2. Personal Thoughts or Narratives

Seeking on the theme of divided cities the most appealing for me, would be the one in my 
homeland Cyprus. That would be either the city of Nicosia or the city of Famagusta. The dilem-
ma there, would be that I would be incapable of observing the situation from a top view and 
equitably. I would rather be emotionally driven on my try to be as objective as possible. On the 
search for other similar urban conditions, one would confront cities such as Belfast, Mostar, 
Beirut, Jerusalem, Nogales, amongst others.

Considering a list of similar cities, I came to the conclusion that I should choose the most 
familiar one and one that I would act on a mental level, rather than a physical one. Beirut seems 
the most appropriate in that case. Having a previous experience of the city, both academic and 
a visitor approach provided some significant information needed. Although, that is true, the 
main reason for choosing Beirut (see Figure 3) was the personal conclusion of the many similar-
ities in the mental and social structures between Cyprus and Lebanon. 

As such, Beirut would be a great opportunity to examine the chaining design. Knowledge of 
the social structure, was already impeded on me. 

In that way, the social knowledge is given, while the emotions can be detached and the ob-
server’s eye would be more objective and pure in that way. In addition, the needed sensitivity 
could be given on issues that could bother the urban actors or ones experiencing at first hand 
this partition.

3. Background on Literature Review

Contemporary city planning is a discipline experiencing ongoing. Although this happens, it is 
a major trend that town planning departments, all over the globe, are using design method-
ologies that follow a top-down approach, which declines to search for the hidden underlying 

Figure 3. The city of Beirut on Black, the Sea on 
Grey and the Area Under Study on White. 
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factors, that is unable to explore human relations or work with ecosystems that are usually ig-
nored within an anthropocentric system that denies realizing its name. Moreover, on top-down 
approaches there is a variety of moves by architects according to their political or ideological 
tendencies (Tschumi, 1996). In other words, there is a political agenda served by the architects, 
while the locals or the natural systems of the urban site are never actually answered or even 
accessed. 

In order to perceive something, architects and urbanists tend to refer to conceptualization as 
a method of designing. Conceptualization is a permanently tentative method, in which data in-
formation and various viewpoints are analyzed and synthesized into a responsive. comprehensive 
and coherent spatial concept. This concept although, lies upon the formulation of basic fictions 
desires, intentions and hopes within a negotiated space. (Weiss, 2017, pp. 44-51- A. Betsky)

4. Context 

Urban planning more than any other kind of design within the architectural practice needs 
to reinvent itself and not only arise with a responsive plan to contextual information and dis-
parate viewpoints on society living and urban fabric, rather than to become a tool for social 
criticism and social change.  

The main focus of this thesis towards the spatial design disciplines is a reinterpretation of its 
design procession, contextual information analysis. Furthermore, an objective is the change of 
a specific spatial viewpoint into a more varied scope with the incorporation of divergent view-
points and scopes from other disciplines. This happens in order to provoke a spatial negotiation 
of planning with its living environment.

This spatial Manifestation is a proposed process to be followed by consecutive master plans 
in time while it is dealing with an onsite approach and participatory design. Is a proposal 
seemingly against the master plans, but it rather incorporates new perspectives into it? This is 
a prosthetic procedure that does not change the concept of planning or designing but its effect 
on the physical form and spatial expression and the collectives’ negotiation with politics, econ-
omy and society. 

This is not a new idea, rather one that derives from postmodern considerations. As stated, 
“I welcome the problems and exploit the uncertainties. Architects can no longer afford to be 
intimated by the puritanically moral language of orthodox [...] architecture. I like elements 
which are are hybrid rather than ‘pure’, compromising rather than ‘clean’, distorted rather than 
‘straightforward’, ambiguous rather than ‘articulated’, perverse as well as impersonal, boring as 
well as ‘interesting’, conventional rather than ‘designed’, accommodating rather than excluding, 
redundant rather than simple, vestigial as well as innovating, inconsistent and equivocal rather 
than direct and clear” (Venturi & Scully, 1977).

The idea of the proposed design lies on how Anthropocene can be used in order to accom-
modate or produce human ecologies or how human ecologies and civic ecosystems overtake the 
Anthropocene. Consequently, this design process examines how the collective landscapes are 
formed and how those can be guided through a series of chaining effects, by only changing the 
initial conditions to any chaotic urban system. 

By changing our attitude as designers and becoming willing to be less ambitious and more 
modest, we are still able to outcome with some beneficial predictions on the urban futures. The 
only requirement is a different view on determinism. There is no more reason to forecast the 
future of an urban project amongst a chaotic city, rather looking for a probability or a series of 
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possibilities on its urban futures, incorporating uncertainty into their response. The purpose 
of the forecast is no longer to determine the behavior of the actors in a specific time in the fu-
ture, for that is impossible, rather trying and predict possible scenario outcomes and study the 
system's behavior sensitive to tiny attractors. Applying probabilities rather than certainties is a 
real change in one’s perspective. By applying those ideas, there is a whole world between theory 
and practice that needs to be examined.  

5. Purpose

This research's aim is an approach that emphasizes on the dynamic relationships and fluctua-
tions or fluxes through and time and their effects on society, civilization, economy, sustainable 
development and the environment.

This paper examines, how can a citric on the masterplan or special (town) planning provide 
an alternative concept of designing. This alternative concept needs to approach the city with a 
more complex system of analysis, in order to provide a planning that is conscious towards the 
environment, human ecologies and dynamic civic ecosystems, without excluding the actors’ 
participation in designing.  

In a case of conflicted sensitive mentality, into an area with memories of spatial division and 
contradiction, it is examined how almost insignificant and momentous changes (or better a 
combination of the two) can change collective memory and its collective landscape.

6. City Model Approach

The major idea followed throughout this thesis is that one is not acting as a designer, rather s/he 
is orchestrating the fluctuations and dynamics of the area, encouraging or discouraging specific 
behaviors. This is achieved through gathering existing programs, encouraging their develop-
ment and expansion, while adding new subsidiary programs. 

By creating an imagery toolkit for the public, one cultivates the eye of the public, while favor-
ing the pure enjoyment of complexity, understood as the collection of compositional elements 
organized according to a complexity principle, where the hybrid programmatic mishmash read-
ily offers itself as an entertaining spatial alternative to stringent minimalism. Among other 
things, this approach, activates references outside the realm of architecture and urbanism, not 
as hard-to-grasp metaphysics of form but as vessels that convey meaning where everyone seems 
to be able to join in. (WEISS, 2017, p. 47) 

There are four ideas behind this thesis. The first is the chaos model (chaotic system and strange 
attractors) and the idea of becoming the leaking point to which the future takes a different torque, 
explained above. The chaos idea is explained in detail above (see. Principles and Assumptions, 
Personal Thoughts and Narratives), (see. Fig.4) The second is the synergetic model within differ-
ent disciplines (as seen in fig.5). The third is the Work Focus Levels (see. Fig.6) with three major 
aims to be entrepreneurship, landscape recovery and cultural metissage. The fourth, after the idea 
of 'changing' is the Strategic Layering (see. Fig.7) between economies, landscape and the public 
sphere. The idea is that if someone works on the literal one, the ground and therefore the layer of 
the landscape a chaining effect will generate incentives and economic resources and regenerate 
the urbanity of the area. All in all, this thesis does not follow the idea of controlling space, rather 
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than guiding this chaotic system, while trying to become the melting pot where the Anthropo-
cene and the Anthropocentric are in a synergy with each other. 

Figure 4. The proposed understanding of the city is through the idea of Chaos. Any project, including the one in-
tended by the author as a theoretical experimental implementation in the city of Beirut, Lebanon can be perceived 
as such. The project aims to become the dot seen on the diagram above that by changing the initial conditions (any 
contemporary conditions of a city) can manage not to predict, rather guiding the future of it.

Figure 5. The idea that other disciplines can provide tools to be used by architectural urbanism becomes a major 
idea. By rejecting traditional methods of working on the city from an architectural or town planning point of view, 
towards other aspects of the city such as economy or social studies, a new purer design can emerge. Using other disci-
plines and their knowledge can help in changing the physical environment of the city and guiding its futures.

Figure 6. The cognitive model used for this specific environment and this study is that of three layers that are to be 
changed through this method. Entrepreneurship, Landscape recovery and Cultural Metissage become the major prin-
ciples or goals that drive this proposal to answer the urban development question.
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Figure 7. In order to understand the changes one hopes to achieve on the layers to be changed a strategic approach 
implementation becomes of high importance. One working on the strategic levels of Economy, Landscape and Public 
Sphere can shape or guide the changes for the future. The landscape becomes the ground (literal or metaphorical) that 
accommodates the changes that can trigger those changes. 

7. Methodology

Following the Literature Review and Previous Global Secretariat Knowledge, this method is 
working with existing knowledge in order to create a strategic model on finding solutions for 
reviving the urbanity within the city.

Historical research is being processed in order to investigate the facts and events that led 
to today’s city’s formation and better understand the reasons that areas with great potential 
remained a residue within a city of events. In the case of Beirut, a specific site was chosen to be 
taken under study. 

Quantitative research is done for facts connected to environmental aspects of the city. 
Those are being compared and cross-checked from multiple sources. Furthermore, that data 
is used in order to bring a solid case to proposed elements such as SUD systems, wetlands, 
ecosystem restoration methodologies, techniques and approaches, such as phytoremediation, 
in order to prove that those are possible according to the quantitative measurements. Stim-
ulation and both virtual and physical modeling of the area is used to produce geological and 
hydrological data and confirm them by cross-checking the two models. For the virtual model, 
a manual 3D model deriving from two different contour files provided by the Lebanese Gov-
ernment and Lebanese American University (LAU) layered with the 3D model provided by 
Google Earth through Rhino is used. In addition, through ArcGIS and with a data source the 
Aster V2 with an accuracy at forty by forty meters (40x40m) provides watershed data, that 
are used with monthly average temperatures and rainfall data from previous literature and 
Beirut’s International Airport data.

Qualitative research is done during the period of this thesis, as references, influences and 
observations are being kept in a sketchbook. That sketchbook works as a motivational research 
map, both for the urban actors, as well as for the author. Many of the things commended there 
are presented within this thesis. Through this motivational research is attempted to identify 
and map forces and influences that actors may not be aware of (cultural and sociological forc-
es), as well as political events taking place within the Middle East Mediterranean Sea basin 
that might influence the site. For those observations, the assumption that the urban and social 
structures between Beirut and Cyprus’ cities such as Nicosia and Limassol, are actually very 
similar, while behaviors along the Green Line might similarly be understood in both countries. 
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8. Hypothesis

The hypothesis as addressed above, becomes an overlap of three main levels, affecting the urban 
development and its ongoing processes and events amongst its urban actors and agents. The 
economic and productive ecology, the natural and artificial landscape and the human ecology, 
all combined producing what is called collective landscape. A mixture of the Anthropocentric 
and Anthropocene approaches both into one unified urban productive system or a way of read-
ing the urban context.   

Firstly, lies the system of the economic and productive ecologies, which comes as a result of 
a previous action. The methods for one to work are not clear, as it is one of the chaotic systems, 
while some suggestions can be made as to the direction to work on, while its results are quanti-
tative. Secondly, lies the physical landscape (either natural or artificial, urban, rural etc) system. 
This is the one objectified scientifically, providing secure methods to work with, and measura-
ble results. Finally, the third system is the human ecologies, cultural metissage including both 
sygchrotism and sygchoresis. This is the most chaotic of the three, as it is including more actors, 
uncertain methods to act and unpredictable results. Moreover, this is the one system of the 
three that suffers from the war effects, as human memory and archives are expending the time 
that trauma and its long-term effects affect the system. In addition to that post-war mentality 
still being carried out by the actors, there are ongoing partitions and conflicts within both the 
urban and political expression of the society of the actors.  

To summarize, this method is dealing with three overlapping systems or for the needs of ap-
proaching the city of Beirut. Three levels the designer has to work with. The first level is coming 
with a network of actions that could provide incentives on reclaiming the land from public, 
while protecting the area from aggressive real estate. It is also the one that will ensure any fu-
ture evolution of the area. This first level, is also called to solve an issue appearing mostly on the 
third one, which is the socioeconomic injustice observed on the social fabric linked to the third 
level.  The second, is clear and tangible. It is the level that becomes the ground – both literally 
and metaphorically – that all the events by and for the urban actors take place. This level is as 
well linked to the third through mostly physical divisions and the social groupings, casts or en-
claved areas. The third level is the one that needs to be the starting point for change, in that way 
the dynamics and pressures of the other two levels are linked and almost sealed into specific 
connections and links. Within, this level, the designer is called to deal with mental and ideo-
logical issues, address a post war mentality, a weak government power, link the urban actors to 
the place, and deal with all socioeconomic injustice and physical or psychological enclaving. It 
is very important for the success of a project the determination of the locals. To conclude the 
expected results, one of the most important parameters is the link between actors and place. 

9. Mapping the City

One of the most fascinating facts for the city, is that social living has imprinted itself in the 
urban tissue (see Figure 8). Along with the figure-ground of the area under study (see. Fig.3). A 
typology analysis proves to be a quick tool to understand each area’s status and social life. Gov-
ernmental buildings seem to try to symbolically overrule themselves on space, be the means of 
scale (big in size) and identifiable morphologies (designed as unique shapes) according to the 
era that were designed and constructed. Religious buildings are found in a dense tempo, while 
they seem to be “stack” among the residential buildings, but differentiate themselves from them 
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with a small public space to be attached to the road, pushing the buildings further to the center 
of each city block. Education buildings, similarly are found as complexes of small rectangular 
buildings, along with the main school “L” or “U” shape typologies that shape an inner yard in 
the center of each complex. 

The most fascinating fact, maybe it is the easy recognition of each built morphology and 
their social categorization. New residences seem to be overwhelming big compared to the tra-
ditional housing of the traditional neighborhood, while the rural residence lose and of low 
density, as it is attached to yards and agricultural land pieces. The refugee settlements, low in 
height are extremely dense with very little free space between mostly used as parking or path-
ways. Finally, the slum area is characterized by its small coverage region and the vis-a-vis series 
of housing attached to each other. 

Other important elements examined are the city’s structure in terms of urban morphology. 
Space syntax proves to be an extremely powerful tool for analyzing quantitative elements, such 
as the streets, roads, speed and traffic, etc. 

Figure 8. Left: Figure-ground of the Chosen Site. In black the built environment, the black line is the stream canal; 
lines depict roads. Urban Morphology Analysis of the Chosen Area. Right: As on Figure Ground: Taxonomy and 
Categorisation of Ground Level Use among the buildings, according to their uses. Five major typologies read from 
figure-ground imprinting social life. Pie Charts of the Ground Floor Uses according to each type and compared to 
ground housing.
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Figure 11. Ground Floor Uses through Combining Data 
and Information from Visit, Locals, Google Maps and 
Wikimapia and Google Search by Road Names’ Amenities.

Figure 12. Surface Patchwork through Visit and Satellite 
Information.

Figure 9. Traffic / Speed through Space Syntax Method. Figure 10. Urban Grid / City Mesh through Space 
Syntax Method
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Figure 15. Watershed, Storm Water Hydrological System 
deriving through the method of parallel to contours.

Figure 16. Flood Risk, Flood Hazard Area deriving 
through previous state maps, ArcGIS data and the Virtual 
Model.

Figure 13. Topography deriving from the Virtual Model. Figure 14. Spatial Memory / Visual Influence, Cogni-
tive Map deriving from Qualitative and Quantitative 
Processes.
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A mapping of 'ground floor uses' provides a cartography of social structures and urban ac-
tors’ living, providing its own conclusions. Moreover, mapping of the natural features of topog-
raphy, orology, watershed, hydrological stormwater system and flood hazard analysis, provide 
important information for the environmental aspect of the city. In addition to it, a surface 
analysis of the area under study, provides information about the earth and ground absorption 
of the rainwater on its aquifers, as well as a social pattern of formal or informal activities on 
the area under study. 

Final, a cognitive map of the area, designed based on locals’ perception as to the landmarks 
of the area under study (mostly important buildings, historical buildings or elements, squares 
and parks) and a spatial analysis through the virtual model of the area and a planar and section-
al analysis of the areas surrounding or adjacent to those landmarks. A cognitive map represents 
at least three correlated elements. The unique modules or elements information consisting the 
environmental space, the relationships between cognitive distance, direction, immediacy and 
familiarity of space, as well as any information as to the social environment and possible event-
ing with the actors found within it (Kosmopoulos, 2000, p. 97). Those three elements, all in all, 
are what provides this cognitive mapping. 

Concluding, the important outcomes, although, do not derive from each mapping analysis 
in itself, rather the combination and the overlapping of them. In that way, the observations 
become multiscale and complex in a way that is easy to “read” or understand. Those conclu-
sions, deriving from the over-layering of those maps is what becomes later a significant tool on 
developing a matrix or atlas of strategies to be used, while the necessities of the locals become 
what could eventually become the “(strange) attractors” polarities that could bring the change 
aimed in the initial hypothesis. 

10. Conclusions

Understanding the city through the filter of Architectural Urbanism provides a dynamic net-
work of event-ing in the city. This begins with urban morphology and by adding more layers of 
what actually creates, forms or changes the city can provide useful tools for guiding its future.

A city such as Beirut shall take into consideration multiple factors, far more complex and 
hidden, than other European or American cities do not require. In post-conflict societies, the 
conflict never ends, rather it passes into generations to come as an integral part of the soci-
ocultural and political values. In order to push forward an alternative participative model of 
forming public, collectives and memorialization and deterritorialize the city, the disengage-
ment from the formal (as a result of anesthetizing the public space in an effort of dominating 
the collective) and engagement in the political are necessary (Fadi, Fouad, & Lana, 2012, p. 330). 
This can happen through deterritorializing the physical presence of the memory. 

In the minds of people, invisible borders are present – hidden points of access, divided sec-
tors, boundary-crossing checkpoints, or sect territories. Any consideration about planning the 
formal space is including considerations about how the fluent form of cultural memory has 
already invisibly monumentalized (Fadi, Fouad, & Lana, 2012, p. 327). It is important that the 
public is participating in the formation of collective memory as a result of an underlying pro-
cedure passing through generations, either by perceiving it in areas of initial planning or not, 
through Trojan Horse approaches.  

Trojan horse strategies, are a cover-up of the project's intentions, while having a façade that 
seems very different, even innocent towards many urban agents, or actors (depending on the 
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viewpoint or the use of Trojan horse strategy and its agent). Intentions to increase places for the 
public sphere through public green spaces, can be a covered up effort of increasing land value 
for the real estate, and vice versa. 

Strategies proposed within this paper include amongst others, radical increment. This is a 
process that generates urban character and identity on its effort of accumulating, as a way of 
catalyzing change. A series of actions that pique the interest of project investors, while gradual-
ly introduces changes into the habits of actors, is a multiphase strategy (Stratis, 2014). 

Figure 17. Initiatives Map. Understanding the city through Chains of production, economy, social studying and physical 
environment. Subdividing the area into “thematic” subcultures according to different treatments and attractors’ usage. 
Their intersection areas are hybrid spaces affected by attractors gathered in each (spatially subdivided) territory.
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Mighty unfolding strategies, act as a precursor of the future final result of the proposals, 
operating in this state of transition within the implementation of a project. It, seemingly, neu-
tralizes the vast effects of its end-state (Stratis, 2014), while preparing the ground for

 both institutionalized (politics) and actors to accept and embrace the change.  Furthermore, 
it allows a degree of improvisation and change in the initial plan. 

Figure 18. The Urban Strategies Atlas and Matrix deriving from the analysis as a way of acting in the city, changes 
its initial conditions and influence its future.

Figure 19. The Attractors Matrix for Guidiung the Areas future. This is a participatory toolkit, given to locals in order to 
map their will on area-under-study’s future.
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Finally, implying a malleable ecology strategy, as a reforming policy of maintaining and 
supporting the futures of a proposal. This strategy strives to invite actors and agents on the 
maintenance of the proposal (STRATIS, 2014). In Beirut, the commons within social groups 
or sects (e.g. young groups, religious sects (YMCA, YOUTH WORK ISLAM, skateboarder 
groups, BMX groups, graffiti artists, lobbyists etc.) can play that role.

All in all, it is very significant that we understand the city as a chaotic system subdivided 
into smaller production, financial, social or spatial systems that act as a chain. Small physical 
territories can be described by one of those systems (needed to be examined more locally), 
while the overlap with adjacent similar or contradictory chains and their juxtaposition is what 
eventually provides the complexity to the city. This can be a strong tool to create the “attrac-
tors” and strategies atlas mentioned above.
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